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Maine Meets
Yale Team,
New Haven

ORONO, MAINE, SEPTEMBER 30, 1937

BLOND BOMBER ON THE WAY

ONE CHANGE IN LINE
Brice Hopes to Better
Showing Made in '33
By Black Bears

Campaign Opens Acheson
Speaks at
Masque Season;
Announce Plans
First Convocation

Held This Morning

The Maine Masque is this year a triplethreat organization. New leaders, new
policies, new program, new endeavor
promise to make its season unprecedented
in theatrical touchdowns and goal-kicks.
Headed by a formidable line of three experienced leaders, Prof. Mark Bailey,
Asst. Prof. Herschel Bricker, and Clark
Kuney, and with 50 capable members to
run interference, the society is offering
its public superior productions—four excellent plays which have proved their
merit in theatrical centers from Broadway
to Hollywood.
A ticket-selling campaign was initiated
yesterday and will last until Oct. 11, with
Howard Goodwin and Kuney in charge.
They are making Bridcer's office, 330
Stevens, their headquarters. Members
and associate members are taking orders
for season tickets, which after Oct. 11
will be on sale at the bookstore.
The Masque has received special permission to produce as its opening performance First Lady, by Dayton and Kaufman, a play that has gained renown with
Jane Cowl in its leading role, a brilliant
comedy concerning affairs of state and the
social intrigue of statesmen's wives. The
plot abounds in clever situations, and the
dialogue is subtle. It is a witty treatment
of the complications and false niceties involved in Washington's more personal
side.
Prof. Mark Bailey has resigned as active director of the Masque but will serve
on the executive board as executive director. Bricker, long associated with the
Masque as assistant director and scene designer until his leave of absence last year,
will be director of productions.
(Continued on Page Four)

By Bob Cullinan
Maine will face its hardest opponent
Francis Smith is carrying the ball for an eleven-yard gain
of the year Saturday when it meets the
mighty Yale Bulldog at New Haven.
This will be the opening encounter for the
Elis, while the Black Bears already have
a tie game with Rhode Island under their
belt.
Maine will be outweighed nearly 20
lbs. per man so that its chances of making
Freshmen-Parents' Day New Members of Faculty
as good a showing as it did four years ago
Recent Graduates of
Originally Proposed
are slim. That year, the game ended 14-7
with Yale on top, only after the toughest
Eastern Schools
By Service Group
of battles. The big blue team this year,
Several
additions to the Maine faculty
too, is reputed to be one of the classiest
Plans are being made now to hold a
that has ever represented that school on Freshman-Parents' Day at the University were recently announced by President
the gridiron.
at ass early date this fall. Although defi- Arthur A. Hauck.
Only one change has been announced
Miss Elsa M. Parshley replaced Mrs.
nite plans are still only tentative, Octoin the Maine lineup, and that is at right
Margery Milne in the department of zoend where Johnny Gowell will replace ber 16 is being considered as a possible ology. Miss Parshley was graduated
IIarry Shute. The two have been fighting time, and a committee of nine, under the magna cum laude from Smith in 1935 and
neck and neck all year for the position, chairmanship of Alumni Secretary since then has done graduate work at
and after last Saturday's game, Coach Charles Crossland, is working out the Radcliffe.
Fred Brice decided to give the big red details.
John Langsworth Fuller, who replaces
head the preference.
Invitations will be extended to parents
K. C. Fisher, former instructor in zoolAt the left guard berth, sophomore Ed- of all freshmen to attend. President
ogy, was graduated from Bates in 1931
die Cook improved his standing consid- Hauck for the University and Mr. Fred
and received his doctorate from M.I.T. in
erably by his fine work in the Rhode Knight '09, president of the General
1935.
Island game, and so it is a tossup whether Alumni Association, for the alumni are
In the psychology department. Albert
lie or veteran Linc Fish is the starter. sponsoring the new idea, which is designed
All the other positions will remain the to promote more cordial relations and Douglass Glanville will take the place of
same.
better understanding between parents of Dr. Walter S. Neff, who resigned to acIn the line, Joe Hamlin and Wallic students and the University and its alum- cept a position on the faculty of the City
College of New York. Dr. Glanville reGleason will start at left end and tackle, ni.
ceived his bachelor's degree from Cornell
respectively. Both of these players were
The idea of a Freshman-Parents' Day
All-Maine selections last year, and using was originally proposed as a recommen- in 1927 and his doctorate front Cornell its
their work in the Rhody game as an dation from the Alumni Service Emblem 1932.
Reginald V. Hobbah, who will teach
example, are in line to repeat. Slender Group and a Committee of Seven from
Tom Lees, a veteran with two years' ex- the senior class last year in the hopes that economics, received his bachelor's and
Artemus E. Weatherbee '38 is to be the
perience, will be the starting center with it would assist in the program of better master's degrees from the University of
Pittsburgh and studied further at the editor of the Prism this year, it was anErnie Reidman flanking him at right preparing students for alumniship.
University of Chicago. Mr. Hobbah is nounced by Pres. Arthur Hauck today.
guard. Dick Hayes will complete the
The committee, as appointed, includes
Weatherbee, while in high school, was
replacing
Prof. Charles J. Rohr who is
line at his righ tackle berth, with, of in addition to chairman
Charles Crossland,
editor-in-chief of the Oracle at Bangor
now at Mass. State College.
course, Gowell.
Mr. Percy Crane, director of admissions;
Wilmarth H. Starr, of the department High School. He was also one of the
In the backfield, Fran Smith, the acting Mrs. William Schrumpf '25, Prof. Bencaptain, Rod Elliott, Dick Dyer, and Pete jamin Kent '12, Prof. Dwight Demeritt of romance languages, was graduated two students to start the school newspaper
Mallen will be the original combination. '22, Prof. Clarence Bennett. Edward from Wesleyan University in 1934 and On Four Floors.
Vt'eatherbee is a varsity debater here at
The work of all four of these men was of Sherry '38, Mary Louise Wright '38, and received his doctorate at Johns Hopkins
the University of Maine, also he is a
last June.
high order last week with Mallen and Charles Gardner '41, recently
temelected
Dyer looking especially good. Dyer, ac- porary president by the freshmen.
In the English department, Milford E. member of the Masque. When a sophocording to Brice, will do the kicking as his
%Vence replaces Prof. A. E. Jensen, who more, he was first prize winner of the
work was better than Elliott's.
has accepted a position at Dartmouth. Oak Prize speaking contest.
When asked what plans lie had for
Line Coach Bill Kenyon staged a scrimHe received his bachelor' degree from the
mage Monday among the second and
University of Iowa in 1933 and his doc- this years' Prism, the new editor said
third stringers, aid it turned out to be
torate from the same institution last June. that he planned to feature the juniors and
semi-feature the seniors.
quite a bloody battle. Everyone on the
An all-time record in registration at
Arthur 0. Williams, Jr., will teach in
two squads was fighting for a position on the University was broken this year when the department of physics. Ile was gradthe squad which will make the trip.
1719 students enrolled for the fall Seines- uated from M.I.T. in 1934 and received
Dick Quigley turned in the surprise ter, Registrar James A. Gannett an- the degree of Sc.M. from Brown in 1936,
of the afternoon when he ran back the nounced recently.
where he was a graduate assistant in
opening kickoff for a touchdown. He was
The previous record was made in 1931 physics.
aided by Phil Rogers who did some fine when 1684 students enrolled, 35 less than
Shaky Sweet '40, was unanimously
Mrs. Reha Local; will replace Eleanor
blocking. Dana Drew, a spearhead in the this year; last year's enrollment, numberHaile as an instructor in home economics. elected news editor of the Maine Campus
attack of his team, took quite a bit of ing 1510, was 209 less than this year's.
Mrs. Locali received her bachelor's degree at a meeting of the staff Friday. Sweet,
punishment but nevertheless looked quite
The freshman class of 514 students is from Utah State Agricultural College and the only sophomore on the board, fills the
good. Doc Gerrish, a sophomore fullthe largest ever to have entered the Uni- her master's degree from Cornell Univer- vacancy caused by William Treat who
back, flashed on the offense while Ed
resigned because of pressure of studies.
versity. The unusually heavy enrollment sity.
Szaniawski was a bear on the defense.
Sweet, who was editorial adviser of his
in the other classes, except the junior
Replacing Warren H. Bliss as instrucAn innovation that Coach Brice has
class, which numbers less than last year's, tor in Electrical Engineering is Philip M. high school paper in Bar Harbor, is a
added to his repertoire of showmanship
also contributes to the large total regis- Seal. Mr. Bliss is on leave of absence. major in history and government, and a
was the rising of all the men on the bench
tration.
Mr. Seal was graduated from Worcester tumor in journalism.
when a player came out of the game.
Polytechnique
number
graduate
Institute in 1930 and re34,
as
students
The
From every source, after the game, came
New Fields and Tennis Courts
compared to last year's figure of 17; the ceived his master's degree from the same
Pleasing comments.
Built by Athletic Department
institution
in 1932.
Regardless of the score Saturday, fans seniors, 350 as compared to 271; the junArrol L. Lamson, a graduate of ConThe University of Maine's extensive
at the Yale Bowl will see one of the best iors, 310 as compared to 349; the sophodrilled teams that any small school in mores, 426 as compared to 348; the fresh- necticut State College in 1933. will be a development plan took another step formen, 514 as compared to 471; the spec- graduate assistant in wild life conserva- ward during the summer months.
the staintry cats boast.
ials, 40 as compared to 16; and the two- tion.
Three practice football fields were suryear agricultural students, 45 as compared
Daily Morning Assemblies Are
Gaylend E. Folley, who received hi. faced in such a way that injuries have been
women
is
men
to
The
ratio
of
to
38.
Feature of Summer Session
bachelor's degree from the University of noticeably reduced. Ted Curtis, faculty
roughly 3 to I.
Maine last June, has been granted a grad- manager of athletics, said that the excelDaily morning assemblies, in addition
uate scholarship in the department of lent physical condition of the Maine squad
to two institutes and frequent evening as- Mrs. Sweetman Rewrites
could be directly traced to the softer prachorticulture.
semblies, were held during the UniverBook on Food Preparation
Wallace H. Elliott and Beatrice Coney tice grounds.
sity's last Summer Session.
Four new clay tennis courts were added
The second edition of Marion D. Sweet- have been appointed assistants in cooperaSocial director Mildred A. Thompson
tion with the State Department of Educa- making eight courts available beside the
conducted a program consisting in part man's Food Preparation was published in
tion carrying out a recent congressional Armory.
of five dances, a faculty and student ban- July. The book is a complete revision
A new loam surface and drainage sysappropriation for assistants to teachers in
quet, a picnic at Cold Stream, a men's of the first edition which appeared in 1932
Agricultural and Home Economics classes tem will put the varsity baseball field in
and includes results of later research.
smoker, and a lawn party.
excellent condition several weeks earlier
"The author's primary purpose in this in public high schools.
Twenty-eight members of the faculty
than in the past. For very early practice,
text-book,"
say the publishers, John Wiley
and an additional staff of fifteen instructhe varsity will go on the freshman field as
NOTICE
tors were secured for instructional pur- and Sons, Inc., "has been to gather from
this is expected to be in condition almost
the widely scattered literature on food
poses.
All students, including freshmen, as soon as the snow is off the ground.
The entire enrollment amounted to 506, processing, material that is appropriate who are interested in the work are
The PWA has constructed a new cross
a decrease of twenty students for the ses- subject matter for a college course on cordially invited to try out for the tountry course, 20 feet wide, extending
sion. The largest part of the class came foods. Her book covers all angles : nutri- Maine Campus. They should re- for three miles without crossing any roads
from Maine, a total of 300 persons. The tive quality of foods, palatability, sanitary port to the editor or attend the and entirely on University property.
decrease was mostly in Commercial Edu- quality, and economy."
weekly meeting of the staff in the
New steel bleachers with a seating caMrs. Sweetman spent two years revis- Campus offices on the third floor pacity of 3000 were added to the football
cation and Nursing. A total of 140 graduate students registered for degrees, about ing the book, and it is being used by this of the M.C.A. building at 1 p.m. tMd. With the end bleachers, this gives a
year's sophomore class in foods.
27% of the entire class.
Friday.
apacity of 8000 for the entire field.
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To Visit School Are Announced

Weatherbee Is
'39 Prism Editor

All Time Record Set
At Fall Registration

Sherley Sweet
Replaces Treat
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Program To Be Chosen
From Recent Popular
Broadway Drama

Pale Blue Anticipates
Toughest Game
On Schedule
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Faculty Men Die
During Summer

Believes Adjustment
In Relationships
Is Necessary

Whole lUniversity Mourns
OPPOSED TO DESPAIR
Deaths of Prominent
Maine Persons
Free Institutions Bring
Method of Advance
Death claimed the lives of four prominent men on the University of Maine
Unprecedented
campus during the summer vacation.
Adjustment to unprecedented advance,
The deceased are Rev. Cecil Gray Fielder, secretary of the Maine Christian As- not any failure of free institutions, is the
sociation; Edward Havener Kelley, acting problem facing citizens of the United
purchasing agent for the University; Dr. States, declared Barclay Acheson, associEdson Forbes Hitchings, former head of ate editor of the Reader's Digest, at the
the Department of Hotriculture; and first assembly of the year in the Memorial
Donald E. Friedly, who served as instruc- Gymnasium this morning.
"Our problems today are not the probtor in the Department of Public Speaking
lems of decadence, as some would tell us,"
during the past year.
Rev. Fielder came to the University in he said. "They are not the problems of
1928. Before that time he held positions any failure of free institutions. Ours are
at Massachusetts State College, Lake- the problems of adjusting ourselves to
wood, New Jersey, the Baptist Foreign unprecedented advance."
Acheson said he believed that nowhere
Society, the Newton Theological Seminary, in India as a missionary, and, final- else on earth was there more human kindly, as a mission worker for lepers in New ness and human justice than on this continent.
York City.
During his residence in Orono he was "We in America have made such enoran ardent worker in the Fellowship mous strides, not simply in the field of
Church, and many times filled the pulpit social justice, that the only legitimate
there as well as other surrounding towns. conclusion we can reach is that free instiKelley, prior to his twenty years at tutions and this land of ours are providing
the University of Maine, served as city ed- a method of advance unprecedented in the
itor of the Bangor Daily News and as- history of the world," he said.
sistant editor of the Industrial Journal.
Opposed to Despair
After that he did more newspaper work
"I am unalterably opposed to this sciin New York and Virginia. Kelley was ence or philosophy of despair that is begraduated from the University of Maine ing preached in this land of ours," Acheits the class of 1890.
son continued, "I believe that the greatest
Dr. Hitchings, a graduate of Maine fact in human life is the fact that a man
State College, was a professor in the East may conceive of an idea and live to see
Maine Conference in Bucksport; a mem- it transform the world.
"Edison did it with 1.033 patents. He
ber of the faculty at Colby College; and
State Entomologist until 1911 when he literally lived to illuminate a startled
was called as head of the Department of world. You say he was a great genius.
Horticulture at the University of Maine One of the most amazing facts of life is
where he remained until 1918, resigning that it is the amateur that often produces
the greatest material invention."
on account of ill health.
Acheson emphasized the importance of
Friedly, after he had been graduated
from Oberlin College and had obtained enlightened minorities in enabling indihis master's degree at Yale, taught at the viduals to accomplish good for the nation.
"Social advance is brought about by the
Universities of Nebraska and Maine.
During his year at Maine he became as- determination of individual leadership
sociated with the Maine Masque and in backed up and financed by enlightened
this connection did extensive work in the minorities," he said.
field of scenic design. Perhaps his most "In any finished garden—first there must
elaborate achievement here was the scen- be the dream; then there must be the
ery he designed for the production of capacity to catch the dream from the
clouds and make it walk in the world of
Arms and the Man.
men; then equally important is that we
must all share in the patient, plodding.
eternal toil that preserves each gain, for
if the toil in the garden were to cease for
The following tributes and resolutions only a little while, it would soon be a
have been made by individuals and organ- desert again.
izations about the late Rev. Cecil Fielder
An Astonishing Fact
and the late Mr. Edward Kelley:
"The thing that inspires and grips my
CECIL G. FIELDER
fancy," Mr. Acheson said, "is the quesWhereas Cecil Fielder has been called
tion : Why has the human animal this
away after nine years of faithful work in
curious capacity to run uphill, century
the Maine Christian Association, the Adafter century? To me it is one of the
visory Board desires to express for the
most astonishing facts in the world that
Association and for his many friends at
man, who in physical proportions is so inthe University its keen appreciation of i
(Continued on Page Four)
his spirituality and of Isis profound bs.ief

TRIBUTES

in individual worth and faith in individual
potentialities which, with his genuine love
for human beings, gave effectiveness to has
work with them, and inspired his vigorous
protest against injustices. The Association has benefited immeasurably from the
whole-hearted service he has given it,
and the many s'-idents whose lives he has
helped to guide toward their own best
aeltiet mem will continue to widen the
influence of the principles to which his
life was dedicated.
Maine Christian Association
Advisory hard
CECIL G. FIELDER
Dear President Hauck:
At the vote of the Cabinet. I am writing
to express the deep regret of the Colby
College Y.M.C.A. at the death of Cecil
G. Fielder. Mr. Fielder was held in high
regard by the Colby students with whom
he came in contact, and we sincerely feel
that his contributions to the Student
Christian Movement have brought about
a closer friendship between the State University and this College.
Sincerely yours,
Signed: Elliott H. Drisko, Secretary
CECIL G. FIELDER
The following brief tribute of Mr. Cecil
G. Fielder Was written by President
llauck at the time of Mr. Fielder's death
this fall:
(Continued on Page Farr)

Connecticut Alumni
To Fete Maine Team
Special plans are being made by the
Connecticut Alumni Association to welcome the Maine players and coaches by a
special dinner and dance on their visit to
New Haven for the Yale game, October
2, according to announcement made today
by Alumni Secretary Charles Crossland.
The program is being scheduled for
the evening following the game at the
Hotel Garde, New Haven. Among leading guest speakers participating in the
program will be Dean Lamert S. Corbett,
Dean of Men at the University. who this
year completes an unbroken period of
service for the University covering twenty-five years; head Football Coach Fred
Brice, who will be one of the guests of
honor; Stanley Wallace, team trainer.
another guest of honor; and Ted Curtis.
'23. faculty manager of athletics.
For the game, a special Maine section
has been reserved for alumni and undergraduates. The question of running a
special bus from the University to acoonsmodate undergraduates is being considered.
The committee of the Connecticut Association in charge of the dinner dance is
L. Elizabeth Wilhelm '35. chairman; Louise Bates Antes '30; Frederick Black '34,
Luella Woodman Ilarvey '12, and Everett
B. Harvey '14.
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the Rev.
The Campus extends its sympathy to the families of
deaths repreCecil G. Fielder and Mr. Edward H. Kelley. Their
conununity.
sent a loss to the University as well as to their

Welcome, 1941
Campus every year to
It has become a habit for editors of the Maine
rather innocuous, and
is
habit
The
welcome the incoming freshman class.
hold.
take
it
let
will
editor
so once again the Campus
advice—unsolicited
Every welcome also is tempered, of course, by
only what you put
college
of
out
get
will
"You
and perhaps not desired.
almost certainly the
told;
is
class
freshman
every
what
is
This
into it."
in one or more of the
class of 1941 has heard this axiom, or its equivalent,
had their fill of
have
must
they
Certainly
addresses.
Freshman Week
time, and to do
their
budget
to
exhortations to do their studies faithfully,
anything exobtain
to
want
they
if
obviously,
which
a dozen other things
cept a good time out of college, they should do.
is that it
Yes, they have had their fill of such advice—and the trouble
the University
probably will have very little effect. Freshmen come to
indolence, and
expecting to hear dire prophesies as to the consequences of
sermon on morala
would
they
as
mood
same
the
much
in
them
they accept
exhortations;
ity. Perhaps this is the best way in which to accept some
fall is sound
every
freshmen
given
advice
the
of
much
yet it is a fact that
and deserves serious consideration.
Every student knows, of course, even though, like the writer, he may
that it
give way frequently to the omnipresent tendency to procrastinate,
bookthe
that
too,
knows,
student
Every
is desirable to do lessons on time.
there is certainalthough
worm,
of
type
other
any
as
ineffectual
as
is
worm
student knows,
ly no mob of them to be found on this campus. Every
phase, of
important
mighty
a
albeit
phase,
one
only
are
studies
finally, that
leading
college life, that much of permanent value can be extracted from
extenthan
rather
intensive
an
from
and
life
social
an intelligent, restricted
sive participation in extra-curricular activities.
All freshmen are under a personal obligation to analyze beforehand
prosthe reasons impelling them to enter the University; to consider their
what
on
possible
as
definitely
as
decide
to
;
pects, idiosyncracies, and ability
finally
then
and
here,
years
four
their
during
accomplish
to
intend
they
to apply themselves to the task of realizing their objectives, whether these
be primarily to excel in extra-curricular activities or in studies.
It is undesirable either to emphasis extra-curricular activities to such
an extent as to ruin utterly one's scholastic record or to concentrate on
studies to the utter exclusion of extra-curricular activity. Balance is essential; studies, extra-curricular activity, and recreation all require their
share of every student's time.
And so it apepars that another sermon has been written.
• •

Omnium Gatherum
Sketches

Widely Educated
Exchange Student
Come to Maine

Strange Interludes
By University Snoops

Du, to she fact that Scoop Cunterford has deserted the great north woods for
By George Bell
the wide open spaces of Texas, it becomes necessary for some one else to take up the
I really do think that it is a pity that
Conversation in French in one of the
we don't have a course in Common Sense University's advanced French courses may worthy cause of keeping Maine students informed of what's what and who's who.
Judging by the number of pin hangings, we think the moon must have got in tire
Development here at the University. Af- range from the mountains near Innsbruck,
ter a fellow struggles through the college, Austria, to a nurse's duties in a ward of eyes of several of our fair young co-eds during the summer. Congratulations to Don
he can tell you right off the bat all the men patients, from American and Euro- Mayo and Helen Bond, Jim Dow and Bunny Hamilton, Wally Gkason and Betty
answers that an ordinary man doesn't un- pean social problems to Shakespearean Drummond,Paige West and Betty Clough (looks like the S.A.E.'s are one up on the
derstand, and knows nothing what he is plays, all because of the versatile educa- Kappa Sig's)... The first football game certainly brought back many of the grads
talking about, except that they were told tion and experience of 5111e. Genevieve who still have heart throbs here: Dick Berry, George Grange, John Bennett, Jed
Hinkley, George Mader, Bob Allen, Jim Dow (there's something about a soldier)....
to him by some professor.
Weill, French exchange student.
Cheer leaders are plentiful around this cans/ens. By the end of the season there won't
Now, don't think that I say that the
Mlle. Weill, who pronounces her name
Looks as if that
three freshman girls
people here do not have any common "Vay-ee," has studied at the foot of the be anyone left in the stands. Laurels to the
He says it with gardenias, we hear.. . .
sense. They have a lot of it, but it is not Tyrolean Alps, has studied hospital rou- Pagan-Hamlin romance is still blooming.
is now more interested by piano playing
developed. A little sense will carry a tines in Paris, her native city, has taken Rumor has it that A.T.O.'s Merritt Trott
at the Chateau stag: several well-known Phi Gams. What's
...Seen
singing.
by
than
my
Now
take
long
a
you
way.
fellow
courses in sociology in the United States the matter with the co-eds, boysf....We are going to miss having Deedee Bowler
Uncle Henry—
and is taking a course devoted to the around. She is now at Beaver College, nearer her Sigma Nu... Seen at Balentine:
He never was one of these fellows to great Elizabethan this year at the UniEd Larrabee. Out of sight, out of mind, Ed?....Libe Doble was in Belfast last week
get all fuddled up in an emergency—like versity.
end, "tit said....We have to hand it to the two freshman boys who performed at the
some woodpecker without a tail to sit on
Sent to the University of Maine by the rally Friday night. They have what it takes ...Helen's little sister, Connie, and
while digging grubs. When he tried to Institute of International Education,
Charlie Gardner made a nice couple freshman week, but it looks as if certain upperget through the sixth grade for three years which has given Eleanor Crockett of the
classmen are glad freshman rules are on. Well, Connie?... Bob Kirkland and his
and failed, he got his first streak of com- junior class a year in France, Mlle. Weill
Polly have us guessing ..It might be well to watch the Kappa Sigs this year. There
mon sense and quit. You might think is taking courses towards her master's
are a lot of them on the loose—no strings and no connections....That's all for this
that a lack of schooling would have hin- degree. In addition to teaching one secweek. See you at the Yale game if we can stay out of Pat's. IVe haven't met the
dered him, but his common sense made up tion of the conversational course, she will
Maine man yet that could.
for it. You ought to hear about the mess assist in the departmental club.
that he got Leigh Gardner out of last
A year as exchange student at Bethany
spring. It is a long winded story, but it
Leaf
JUNIORS
College, West Virginia, in 1934-35, where Frederick E. Burden '41, William
is worth it to prove my point.
she studied sociology and American his- '40, Richard Hopkins '40, Ruth Gray '40,
One Friday I was talking with the prof tory and literature, familiarized Mlle. Erwin Cooper '39, Artemus Weatherbee
All Juniors wishing to work on
of lien culture, and I noticed that he Weill with American college and student
contact with Arte'39, Myer Alpert '40, Joseph Glasser '40, the Prism get in
seemed just about as happy as a clam at ways.
at the Beta House
mus
Weatherbee
Stephen Bacigalupo '40, Sherman Smith
a clambake. I didn't know but what I
immediately! Previous yearbook
She received her degree of "license,"
Howard
'41,
Oppenheim
Edward
'41,
might help him for we understood each
experience not necessary. Photogapproximating an American master's deRothberg '41, George Ellis '41, Ruth raphers especially wanted—extenother. After a bit he told me the whole
gree, from the Sorbonne in modern lanRose
Green '41, Martha Hitchings '41,
story.
guages and literature. In connection with Whitmore '38, Mary Oberly '41, William sive experience not required.
"Well, I have a rooster, Lucky flight
her studies in sociology, she served in
Clifford '39, Paul Browne '39, Virginia
of Glenwell, that I was planning to take
several Paris hospitals, getting direct exMaguire '39, Priscilla Tondreau '38. Joseph Bowles '38, George Darveau '40.
to the fair next summer for show purperience in dispensary, baby clinics, and Blandi Holman '38, Richard Gushee '3g.j and Brooks Brown '41.
poses. He was the best bird we had up
practices.
ward
here, and I had a lot of faith pinned on
Mlle. Weill has studied in England as
him. But he got out one day and went
over by the greenhouse. There was a fel- well as Austria.
low mowing grass there with a hand
The first meeting of the University of
scy•the. He got in snug to the bird withMaine Debate Club was held last Tuesday
out seeing him and cut off his tail. A
afternoon to discuss plans for the comire-;
bird with no tail is no good for show puryear and to elect managers. William Clifup."
is
game
poses, so I guess the
ford was elected debate manager for the
I said, "You ought to talk with my Unmen, and Rose Whitmore was elected
cle Henry—he knows an awful lot about
debate manager for the women.
hens and roosters. I'll bet that he could
Tcn questions were discussed for radi.
help you out."
comit.
The prof did not put much faith in what debates to be given during the
colleges over
I said. I tried to tell him that we could fall and winter with other
leave right after dinner and be there by WLBZ.
A record number turned out for the first
supper time, stay all night, and get home
the next day. I waited while he thought it meeting. Those present were:
Charles Peirce '40, Kay Duplisse '40,
over. I was hoping that he would agree,
for Uncle Henry has a hired girl, Evie, Virginia Pease '40, Marion White '40,
that I wanted to see. The prof at last
agreed.
used to be an actor with a rag
After supper the prof, Uncle Henry, You see, he
early learned the importance
he
and
opera
I
and I were sitting out on the porch.
the speech that brings
was waiting for Evie to change her dress of a pause before
house. He didn't wait too long,
before we went to the sociable down to down the
and he knew
the Grange, and listening to what Uncle for he knew the only answer,
that he was the only one who could answer
Henry would say.
After the prof had told Uncle Henry it.
Uncle Henry wanted to make sure that
just how the bird had lost his tail, Uncle
all were listening, for he was going to
Henry asked him some questions.
"Leigh, would you be willing to send hand down a great dictum—one that was
your bird up to Boston if you could get the essence of common sense. The dreamy
look went out of his eyes, and he said
him fixed up?"
briskly:
"I'll say I would."
"Leigh, you just send your bird to
"Good, we have the thing solved."
"I don't see it."
Scars and Roebuck, for they claim that
• First year men will do well to take a timely tip
Uncle Henry smoked his pipe in silence. they RETAIL eveything."
and stock up aplenty with button-down Gordon
oxford shirts. They're designed expressly for college
men—and tailored to reflect casual correctness —a
campus classic for long wear and smart style. f,',1
Mitoga—tailored-to-fit

Sanforized-shr

ARROWSHIRTSand TIES

Support The Masque
An intensive ten-clay ticket-selling campaign was opened yesterda
by the Masque, with Clark Kuney and Howard Goodwin in charge. Season tickets are selling for $2.00 and will entitle the bearer to attend four
plays.
For years now the Masque has been one of the most important organizations on the campus and has met and overcome numerous obstacles.
It now supplies undergraduates annually with plays which most of us
usually do not have the opportunity of seeing elsewhere. And its productions have been of remarkably good calibre.
Fifty cents is certainly little enough to pay to see a Masque play. The
Masque deserves the support of every student in the University, and the
way in which support can be given now is through the purchase from
Masque members of the season tickets which have just been placed on sale.
Not only the quality of Masque productions, but the fact that they
are the product of student effort awl feature student actors should encourage us to patronize them.
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Miss Boll Addresses W.S. G. A.

NOTICE

Miss Helene Boll, of Boston, free lance
lecturer and teacher of speech, was guest
speaker at the first meeting of the Women's Student Government Association yesterday afternoon in the Little Theatre.
Miss Boll, who is greatly interested in
the refinement of speech, spoke on "The
Development of Personality Through
Speech." Miss Boll has private classes
in speech and dramatics in Boston, frequently broadcasts over the radio, and
lectures to schools and colleges.

Men and women interested in
stage crew work for the Masque
are requested to report in the Little
Theatre tonight at 7 o'clock.
The picnic given annually by the Department of English for all senior major
students will be held Saturday, October
2. The students will meet in front of
Balentine Hall at 9:00 cm., and transportation will be provided to Lamoine
and back. The group will return at about
3 pm.

gORDON OXFORDS can't shrink!
Sturdy, informal oxford cloth is a favorite
shirt fabric with college men . . . and all
men who like casual college styles.
And of all oxford cloth shirts--Arrow
Gordon is the nation's choice. Small wonder! Gordon has the sleekest collar ever
sewn on a shirt - the Arrow collar. Gordon
is Nlitoga form-fit. And Gordon is Sanforized Shrunk --a new shirt on us if
one ever shrinks.

$2

A. J. Goldsmith
Old Town

Unlike many oxford shirts, our Arrow Gordon can't shrink.
It's Sanforized-Shrunk. You get a new shirt free if one
ever shrinks. Gordon has the Mitoga f,)rm-fn, too. And the
best-looking, best-fitting collar in
, 3
RR0f1
$2
the world—an Arrow collar.
mmuiugs.

VIRGIE'S
ORONO
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Maine and Rhode Island
Battle to Scoreless Tie
As Rene Dranleau Stars
Punting of Latter
Holds Bears at
Bay in Dual

Bear Cross Country Men
Start Practice Sessions;
Clifford Leads Veterans

Frosh Harriers
Have Big Squad

Don Smith, Jackson
Come Up From
Frosh Teams

By Bill Saltzman

to his reputation as a sophomore.
George has been bothered by tonsilitis
this fall and it may be that his tonsils have
been responsible for his let-down. If
George should return to the form which
raised his name to the top, Maine's chances
of retaining the State title would be materially strengthened. At this date, however, Sawyer's position on the team is
not yet assured as several other promising sophomores have been working out.
Jack Dequine, freshman two-miler last
year, who should be strong over the long
varsity course, seems to have the ability
to win a place on the varsity. Whicher,
Hartwell, and Jordan are also promising,
while Babe Neil, varsity miler, and Hersey, last year's number eight man, are also
in the running.
Before the state meet, the harriers will
encounter the University of New Hampshire, another team vihose strength will
depend upon the ability and development
of potentially strong sophomores. The
New Hampshire yearlings, New England
freshman champions, last year were very
strong. The second matt behind Smith
in the New England's last year at Franklin Park was a New Hampshire man.
Both Maine and New Hampshire will
be handicapped by but a few weeks of
preparation. Perhaps it is too early to
make any predictions about either team,
but this writer risks his reputation in a
guess and picks Maine in a close meet.

A true story....
Forty-two candidates for the University
Rene Dranleau, not a long punter but freshman cross country team have reportOctober 1934—The chubby freshman pointBy Erwin Cooper
an exceedingly accurate one, virtually ed to Coach Chester A. Jenk.ns.
ed to a well-built youth, quietly watching a pingWith several of its star performers of
kicked Rhode Island into a scoreless tie
pong game. "You see that blond kid? He's one
They are as follows: E. C. Adams, H.
with the University of Maine football team L. Banton, R. M. Berry, F. J. Blackstone,
sweet ball-player. Football, I mean. But he last year missing and faced with the task
in the season's opener Saturday at Alumni K. W. Blaisdell, D. J. Butterworth, R.
ain't getting anywhere on the freshman team. of defending its state cross country chamH.
Field.
You know why? They think he's slow. Well, pionship which it has not relinquished for
Chase, R. R. Chase, F. W. Cowan, C. W.
maybe he is, and maybe he ain't, but just the the last five years, the University of Maine
The game, a dull, listless affair, was, Crockett, P. E. Cummings, R. H. Edgeharriers began practice this week.
same he's one helluva good passer ..."
it is true, quite close, but it is very pos- comb, H. L. Ehrlinback, H. L. Gardner,
Bill Hunnewell, star of the past two
October 1935—The chubby sophomore
sible that the Bears would have scored S.0. Griffith, K. P. Grinnell, \V. 0. Hampointed to a well-built youth playing halfback cross country teams, was back in school,
had not a punter of Dranleau's ability ilton, M. E. Hardy, R. F. Hiller, W. A.
for the jayvees. There's that blond kid I was but is ineligible for competition this fall
opposed them.
Hook, R. F. Howe, E. L. Ingalls.
tellin' you about. \Vow, did you see that I Ten because he has already competed for three
Not one of Dranleau's boots were reH. J. Jordon, H. C. Lancaster, C. W.
yards. Look at that—six yards. I'm tellin' you years on the varsity. Absent also is
turned by the Maine safety man so ac- Libby, L. L. Lord, H. F. Lusk, P. W. MeBrice is missin' a great ball player. You re- Shadow Mowatt whose surprising imcurately were they placed. A summary serve, C. E. Morse, G. L. Nystrom, C. H.
member I told you that he was supposed to be provement last year gave the Pale Blue
of the afternoon's plays shows inclusively Pattee, W. Patterson, Jr., W. O. Riddle,
slow. Well, you know what he did last winter? team added strength.
his value to the Rhode Island team.
K. N. Robertson. L. G. Shepard, S. K.
Just to show that he wasn't a slowpoke, he ran 70 yards in eight esconds. Yessir, in
Elmer Hart and Parker Troland, two
His first punt came in the first period Smith, T. J. Staples, G. D. Staples, J. D. eight seconds. And, boy oh boy,
you ought to see him pass.
other letter winners of last year, have deafter Rhode Island had the ball on its own Utterback, N. H. Walker, E. H. Wood.
October 1935 (a few weeks later).. The chubby sophomore pointed to a well- cided to give up the hill and dale sport.
34-yard line. The ball traveled to the C. S. Woodbrey.
built youth playing quarterback for the Maine varsity. "I tell you, that blond fellow Lost by graduation is plucky Bob Ohler.
Maine 16-yard line and bounced outside.
Chief hopes of the Maine team this
Coach Phil Jones has announced that always had the stuff. I told you a year ago, and I told you two weeks ago. Boy, did
Again in the second period the Rhode
year seem to lie in the ability of Don
you see that pass. The kid's good. .."
the
cheerleaders
for
the
coming
season
Island halfback set the Maine team back
October 1936—The chubby junior point to a well-built youth playing quarterback Smith, last year's New England freshman
will be selected on a competitive basis so
on its heels when he booted one that
champion; Jackson, another sophomore;
that the student body will have the best for the Maine varsity. "I told you ..."
skipped out on the 19-yard line. And it
and steady Bill Clifford, rated second onbolls artists available.
September 1937—The chubby senior pointed to a well-built youth calling signals
was that way nearly all afternoon.
ly to Hunnewell last year.
for the Maine varsity. "I always told you Francis Smith was hot stuff .."
There
will
be
a
regular
practice
session
In the third period, he kicked out of
Another letter winner to report was
s • •• s • • •
every Wednesday night for the training
bounds on the Maine 20-yard line. Eight
George Sawyer, freshman flash of two
Kick it . Good punting does not necessarily mean attainment of distance, for
of the cheerleaders and to practice new
plays later, he again booted one out on
years back. New England champion, his
yells. Several novelty cheers will be placement of kicks is just as important. An example of spot-kicking and its aid to
freshman year, Sawyer failed to live up
almost the same marker.
a team was shown in the scoreless Maine-Rhode Island game. Rene Dranleau, the
used this year.
His outstanding contribution was a
The present roster of cheerleaders: Rhode Island punter, averaged only 33;it yards, just one-sixth of a yard more than
long punt in the same period that landed
NOTICE
Charlie Lowell and Eddie Peirce. head those of Maine, on his boots, but all his kicks were so perfectly placed that Elliott,
in the coffin corner and rolled outside the
cheerleaders; Sketes Skinner '39, Libby safety man for the Bears,could not return them.
The Yale-Maine game will be
four-yard line. Maine got out of the hole
"Those punts, more than anything else," asserted Fred Brice, coach of the Maine
Doble '39, Lucille Bell '39, Art Weatherbroadcast Saturday over WLBZ,
satisfactorily enough, but it was a ticklish
bee '39, Alan Carpentier '40, Connie Phil- team, "gave Rhode Island its chance to tie us. Without Dranleau's really superb
while.
situation for a
Bangor, starting at 2 p.m.
kicking, it would not have gone so well with Rhode Island."
brook '41, and Helen Werveood '41.
Outside of Dranleau's great exhibition
The freshman football team opens a
• •••••••
Patronize Our Advertisers
and also that of Bob Albanese, a very
Despite its tic with Rhody Saturday, the Maine eleven, according to Brice, looked five-game schedule, October 8, against the
shifty halfback who turned in some nifty
better than did the 1933 Bears in its game with the Rams. Which probably doesn't Maine School of Commerce here. A
runs, the game was exceedingly dull.
mean a great deal, except that the 1933 team held Yale to a 14-7 victory.
record squad of seventy is working out
Maine had a slight edge over the Rams in
It mas during the 1933 Rhode Island-Maine game, incidentally, that the Yale under Coach Phil Jones. It is a heavy
rushing and first downs, but the Rhode
The Military Department recently anscouts became so disgusted with the poor playing of .Maine that they neglected to
group with few tall men, most of the boys
Island eleven offset this margin by the nounced that Richard Healy '38, of Autake any notes. To the Yale coaches they reported that the water-boy could lick
•1
011%
1POIN
being ruggedly built from the ground up.
clever Dranleau.
gusta, has been appointed student battalion
Maim
ORONO
Despite the fact that Fred Brice pre- commander with the rank of a lieutenant
cross
country
The
A
freshman
and
B
It finally took the entire Eli squad to defeat the Bears by one touchdown.
dicted an offensive game, Maine played colonel.
teams meet the Lee and Old Town team
Thurs., Sept. 30
s s • • • * s
anything but that. Indeed, it appeared
Duncan Cotting, Newton, Mass., has
"EXCLUSIVE"
Fred Brice the Fox . Skipper 13111 Kenyon .. Fran Smith, the Blond Bomber respectively here next Saturday. The
that Maine was keeping its bag of tricks been appointed battalion executive; Lesto conditioning
with
. Portly Bill Webber_ .. _Nicknames, colorful contributions to colorful sports— men have been limited
secret in order to surprise Yale this week. ter Tarbell, Smyrna Mills, adjutant, and
work and nothing is known of whether or
Fred McMurray, Frances Farmer
where do they originate?
Whatever was the reason, it was quite Loran Fairfield, South Portland, assistant
not there is any possibility of another Don
Charles Ruggles
"Fred the Fox" was the creation of a Nem( Hampshire sports writer when Brice Smith being produced from the class
evident that Franny Smith did not throw adjutant.
of
also
coached
at Manchester, N. II., many years ago. Just who was the sports writer Brice
as many passes as usual. He heaved only
'41.
News-Comedy-Cartoon
Others who have received company and did not remember, but the name was certainly appropriate. Ask the other football
seven, and completed three for only an 11battery comander positions in the R.O. teams in the state.
Fri., Sat., Oct. 1-2
Patronize Our Advertisers
yard advance. Several lateral plays did
T.C. unit at the University are: Captain
Bill Kenyon owed the "Skipper Bill" title to Ilarold L. Webb, formerly a sports
gain about 35-yards for the Pale Blue, but
Gary Cooper, Geo. Raft
Wallace Gleason, Jr., South Portland;
editor of the Campus, who compared Kenyon to a skipper setting sail on his basketball
they were few and far between.
in
Captain Lincoln Fish, Concord, Mass.,
ship.
All the regulars in the Maine eleven
"SOULS AT SEA"
Company B; Captain Morris Ernst, York
performed quite well, although Brice was
Likewise, the "Blond Bomber" phrase came from the pest of Bob Hussey, peculiaralso
Village, Company C; Captain Walter
particularly pleased with the work of
1st installment of serial
Smart, Portland, battery "A" coast artil- ly enough now understudying Fran Smith on the football team. Bob used the name
Dick Dyer, right halfback, and Ed Cook,
Bangor, Maine
"The Painted Stallion"
lery; and Captain Festus Watson, Port- last year when writing a story for the Campus. The title stuck.
a guard, both sophomores. Dyer ran very
The name "Portly Bill (Webber)" originated because of an overworked adjective,
land, battery "B" coast artillery.
available
for private
Now
Mon.. Tues., Oct. 4-5
well with the ball and also turned in
Appointments to second in command portly, by several student correspondents. "Batterin' Bob" Littlehale, 012 the Maine
parties
"ARTISTS AND MODELS"
some bone-crushing tackles. Cook, sub- with
methods.
through
ago,
received
similar
team
his
two
name
years
ranks of first lieutenant were: Arwith
Contact Veterans of Foreign
stituting for Linc Fish, performed so sat•• • • • • • •
thur Webber Hodges, Jr., Newton, Mass.,
Jack Benny, Gail Patrick
Wars
isfactorily that he may replace the husky
Last year we attempted to predict the results of football
Predictions again
Company A; Thomas R. Shannon, Glens
and a cast of stars
Charles V. Lane '26, Chairman
senior in the coming Yale contest.
Falls, N. Y., Company B; Joseph Ham- games in which Maine colleges participated. Sometimes we were right; sometimes
News-Comedy
Tel.
6300
Neither team seriously threatened to
lin, Bar Harbor, Company C; William we were wrong. But, right or wrong, we had a great deal of fun. And, if you'll bear
3 shows daily
score. Rhode Island reached Maine's 25H. \Yard, North Uxbridge, Mass., battery with us, well try the same stunt again this fall.
Dance every Saturday night
Feature at 3.00, 7.00, 9.00
yard line in the second period and the 24Here goes. Cross your fingers.
"A" coast artillery; and Charles H. Lowe,
yard line in the third period. The first
Camden, battery "B" coast artillery.
Yale 27—Maine 6
time, however, the attack bogged down
Appointments to the rank of second
Bowduin 19—Massachusetts State 0
chiefly through the assistance of some
lieutenant were: Bernard Robbins, GarTufts 13—Colby 6
great tackling by Dyer and a fumble by
diner ; Leon Konecki, South Portland;
New Hampshire 7—Bates 0
Petro. A 15-yard penalty .stopped the Albert
Friedman, Bangor; Francis W.
The Eli's will have too much power for our little Bears, but there is the possibility
Rhode Island second scoring threat.
Lovering, Tyngsboro, Mass.; Harland that the Smith-Hamlin, Smith-Elliott passing combinations will gain a six-pointer
Maine could advance no farther than
Turner, Augusta; James Stoddard, East- for the Pale Blue. We hope so. Bowdoin, with its best team of the Walsh regime,
the Rhode Island 35-yard line. On all port;
Bertram Ames, Bangor; William should have no trouble with Mass. State, who could only earn a tie with American
other occasions, it was Dranleau's punt- Craig, Patten;
Richard Quigley, Provi- International College last week. Tufts will have plenty of trouble with Al McCoy's
ing that kept the Pale Blue eleven at bay. dence, R.
I.; Samuel Crowell, Milton Colby, who may surprise. Bates and New Hampshire will have a close battle, but the
Statistics showed that Maine earned Jellison,
Bangor.
pounding that Bates received from Dartmouth may turn the tide in New Hampshire's
eight first downs to sever for Rhode
Alfred P. Mallen, South Portland; favor.
Island and gained 126',/, yards, rushing, Richard Monroe,
Melrose, Mass.; Edward
to 121 yards, rushing, for Rhode Island. R. Ladd, Rockland;
Robert Branthall,
Jack Maasen, an assistant football manager, received the title of the
Tabs
The bears lost only three yards rushing Quincy, Mass.;
Melvin McKensie, Lew- "luckiest student" this week. Because Wayne Merrill, student football manager, was
as compared to the Rants' 35. Rhode iston ; John Raye,
Eastport; Harold ill in a Portland hospital, it was necessary to select one of the two assistant managers
Island did not complete a lateral, while Dodge, Hudson Falls,
N. Y.; Alexander to act as manager during the Yule trip. The two assistants, Maasen and Johnny
Maine completed three for a gain of 35 ' Raye, East ot
; Reginald 11f acDona1(1, Pratt, drew lots for the honor. Manse's won.
yards.
Lynn, Mass.; Earle D. Reed, Augusta;
Frank Collins. Bar Harbor; Lauress
Parkman, Lynn, Mass.

Frosh Football
Opens Oct. 8

Military Department
Gives Commissions

ROSELAND BALLROOM

WATERMAN'S SCORES

AS AMERICA'S

Leon Briton Elected
President of Owls
Leon Breton was elected president of
Sophomore Owls and Charles Wilson became secertary-treasurer of the organization Thursday at the annual election
of officers.
A discussion was held concerning the
meanings and enforcement of rules laid
down by the Senior Skulls.
Friday, October 1, the Owls will meet
with freshmen who have broken rules.
The Skulls and former Owls will also be
present.
e-

M.O.C.
!fold First Outing
Saturday Night at Green Lake
The Maine Outing Club will hold the
first outing of the season Saturday and
Sunday when it will take an overnight
trip to Green Lake. Members will leave
Winslow Hall at 1:30 Saturday p.m. All
those wishing to go should notify one of
the following Tubby Hodges, Lambda
Chi; Bob Cook, A.T.O.; Jim Fitzpatrick, S.A.E.; Helen Philbrook, Balentine
Hall; or Ruth McLellan, The Elms. Cost
of the trip will be $1.25.

OLD TOWN
Smashing All Low Prices
Be Sure You Go to a Carroll Store and Save
50e
Calox Tooth Powder
500
Dr. West Toothbrush
.r
35c
Mum
500
Forhan's Tooth Paste

-

Building Supplies
Electrical Goods
Enamelware
Paints
Sporting Goods
Wall Papers

CARROLL CUT RATE

PARK'S
Hardware & Variety
31-37 Mill St., Orono

Confectionery
Glassware
Hosiery
Notions
Stationery
Greeting Cards

59c
290
340

500
Dr. Lyons Tooth Powd. 350
500
Ipana Tooth Paste
500
Hinds Cream
500
Listerine

340

390
390

We are agents for Yardley, Bourjois, Max Factor, Jean LaSalle,
Cotys, Vita-Ray, Richard Hudnut, Harriet Hubard Ayer, Andre
Chenier,"4711," Roger and Gallet, Daggett and Ramsdell, Tern,
Elmo, and Many Other Lines,
1.00
Angelus Lip Stick
500
Vicks Vapo Rub

79('

500
Vitalis

24,

Cigarettes

391
2 for 251

FAST
STA RTING PEN

Whether for class or "lab" or "dorm," Waterman's
offers students an edge of advantage. It starts fast,
saves time and effort. That's because of Waterman's
famous Super Point of 14-K Gold, tipped with
iridium. 80 separate operations and hand polishing
under a magnifying glass give it outstanding speed
and smoothness.
Match a Waterman's against any other pen. See
how much faster it starts. Size for size and price for
price, Waterman's Ink-Vue Pens also hold more ink,
for their Double-Action Lever locks without losing
drop—fills to 100% capacity.
See the pea of TOMORROW at your Waterman's
dealer's today,
INK-VtIE PENS $5— $6
$8.50
Other W'aierneases Modd,$3 to $5
Irainvorast's Qr.ghtl, l.k,
are beg for roar pea Available is 0.11,1•10•11i "l#1,11" lionle—yea get every
IRV

Watermalfs
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Miss Elizabeth Ring
To Be M.C.A. Head
In the absence of a general secretary of
the Maine Christian Association, due to
the death of Mr. Cecil Fielder, the advisory board of the M.C.A., meeting September 17, designated Miss Elizabeth
Ring, remaining staff member, as acting
general secretary until the second semester.
Miss Ring has been associated in M.C.A.
work since 1933 when she took up work
as part time secretary for women following a year and a half as instructor in the
history department of the University.
She holds her B.A. and M.A. degrees
from the University and in 1930-31 was
fellow in economics and politics at Bryn
Mawr College. For six years she has
taught in public schools, and has also acted as adviser to girls.
Acting cooperatively with Miss Ring
and Howard M. Goodwin, president of
the mens' organization, is a men's personnel committee, made up of Dean Paul
Cloke and Professor Herbert L. Lamson,
of the faculty, Mr. Herman Berlew and
Mr. William E. Davies, of Orono. Each
afternoon a cooperating member of the
advisory board will be in the office of the
Maine Christian Association to consult
with men students. The tentative schedule is as follows:
Monday, Edwin T. Buehrer, of Orono.
Tuesday, Herman Berlew, of Orono.
Wednesday, Evlon Niederfrank, of the
department of agriculture.
Thursday, William E. Davies, of Orono.
Friday, to be arranged.

Maples and Balentme Hall
Pick Their Dorm Officers

McReynolds Speaks At
M.C. A.Freshmen Forum

Elections at Balentine Hall and the
"America in the Far Eastern War"
Maples were held this week. Oflicers
was the subject of a speech by Dr. George
elected at Balentine were Lee I3oyer, presE. McReynolds last Monday evening at
ident; Lucy Cobb, vice president; Marion
the ausFitzgerald, secretary; Elizabeth Henry, the Freshman Forum, held under
Christian
Association.
Maine
pices
the
of
treasurer; Margaret Hoxie, fire chief;
Dr. McReynolds pointed out that the
Helen Bond, Kay Rowe, Sarah LittleJapanese attack is merely a conpresent
field, and Josephine Campbell, first, sectinuation of the aggression begun in 1931,
ond, third, and fourth floor proctors.
Japanese invaded Manchuria
The dining-roont chairman is Mary when the
Shanghai. The Chinese have
Leighton. Edna Louise Harrison is head and attacked
resisted, showing the greatest unity in
of the Social Committee.
modren times, because they have been
At the Maples, Elizabeth Luce has
pushed to the point where they have had
been elected president; Beth Trutt, vice to
fight or to recognize the Japanese
president; Eleanor Dougherty, secretary; control.
DrumEsther
treasurer;
Frances Violette,
America's vital interest in the outcome
mond, first floor proctor; Florence Farnis due to her missionary work, investham and Emily Hopkins, second floor
ments, trade, and deep desire for peace.
proctors; Ernestine Pinkliam, third floor
In reaction, Dr. McReynolds stated, the
proctor.
Americans are overwhelmingly antiJapanese but equally opposed to AmeriNorma Lueders Writes Articles
For Woman's Home Companion can intervention.

N,irtna Lueders, a seniiir in the home
economics department, is featured this
month in the column edited by Nell B.
Nichols for The Woman's Home Companion.
Miss Lueders, in collaboration with
girls from Cornell, Michigan State, Minnesota, and other sections of the country,
has been working with Miss Nichols for
a year, gathering ideas, suggestions, and
recipes for use in her column.
Miss Lueders is the only representative
from New England. As far as possible
she selects typical New England ideas
and recipes, as well as ways of preparing
or serving food that are peculiar to Maine
Tennis Club Holds First Dance
or the other New England states. Miss
The Tennis Club held its first dance of Lueders is majoring in foods.
the season Friday night in Alumni Gymnasium with 200 present. The music was W. A. A. Has Picnic for Freshmen
provided by the Maine Bears.
About 100 girls attended the W.A.A.
Leslie Brookes. Sigma Chi, was chairgirls and new
man of arrangements, assisted by Robert picnic held for freshman
Knoll
Harvey, Arnold Veague, and Paul Woods. dormitory matrons at Piney
Prof. Shaw was faculty adviser. The Wednesday evening.
Mary Deering and Mary Helen Raye
chaperons were: Dean and Mrs. Olin S.
Lutes, Prof. and Mrs. Theodore S. Cur- were in charge. Miss Helen Lengyel,
tis, Dr. and Mrs. Gaylord C. LeRoy, and Miss Marion Rogers, and Miss Irene
Cassidy were among those present.
Dr. and Mrs. Cecil J. Reynolds.

South Hall, Balentine, and Elms
Have New Superintendents
Three appointments to superintendencies
of women's dormitories at the University
of Maine were made here recently by
President Arthur A. Hauck.
Miss Pearl 0. Baxter, who graduated
from Northwestern University and received her M.A. from Boston University,
will take charge of Salentine Hall, replacing Ruth Cope who left to become
dean of women at Lawrence College, Wisconsin. Miss Baxter will also teach a
course in freshman composition.
Grace E. Vose, who will have charge
of South Hall, graduated from Wellesley
and received her master's degree from
New York University.
Mrs. R. A. Lowe will be superintendent
at the Elms, women's dormitory in the
former Webster house.

Acheson Speaks at First Convoca- Campaign Opens Masque Season;
Plans Announced
tion Held This Morning
(Continued from Page One)
(Continued from Page One)
finitesimal, should in his accomplishment
outrank all other forms of physical life.
"I an, not here," he went on to say, "to
try to emphasize scientific advance, for
we are all well aware of these things, but
the question that is challenging you and
me today is not the question of material
advance, nor the question of scientific advance. The question is one of human justice, the question of man's relationship to
man. The world of human relationships
is the peculiar problem of this generation.
"In this field we have made tremendous
progress in the last hundred years—in
morals and in equity. I do not believe
there is any better measuring stick for the
moral stature of a generation than its attitude toward the unfortunate.
"Another measuring stick is its attitude
toward the helpless. I know we have our
injustices, but I claim that there is no spot
on the face of the earth where human kindness is so rich and human justice more
generously dealt out than in this North
American Continent, and in the year 1937."
A stag dance sponsored by the International Relations Club is scheduled for
Friday evening at 8:00 p.m. in the Alumni Gymnasium.
Music is to be provided by the Maine
Bears.
Helen Bond '39, Sophomore Eagle last
year, underwent an appendicitis operation last Friday morning at the Eastern
Maine General Hospital,

Registration dance, the first stag dance '
of the season, was held in Memorial Gymnasium Tuesday evening. A reunion for ,
upperclassmen and an opportunity to make I I
new acquaintances for the freshmen, it
was well attended.

The other three plays to be presented
during the current academic year will be
chosen from the following: The Wind
and the Rain, Yellow Jack, Johnny Johnson, Servant of Two Masters, Within the
Gates, Lost Horizons, The Last Mile,
Dear Brutus, Hamlet, and a new play.
During Prof. Bailey's 17 years as head
of drama here, the Masque presented a
number of outstanding plays, in several of
which he was an important member of
the cast. These successes included Journey's End, Beyond the Horizon, Councillor-at-Law, Berkeley Square, and Petrified Forest. He will now cooperate with
the new director, Bricker; the president
of the Masque, Clark Kuney ; and the remaining members of the executive board—
vice president, Howard Goodwin; secretary. Marion Hatch; business manager,
Earle Tibbetts; and stage manager, John
Ross.
Bricker, during the past year, working
on a Rockefeller Foundation Scholarship,
travelled to the important drama centers
of the United States. He travelled between 10,000 and 15,000 miles and studied
with the country's finest theater directors,
notably Marc Connelly, Max Reinhardt
Brock Pemberton, and Cecil B. DeMille.
In the two and one-half months that he
spent in Pasadena and Hollywood, he saw
DeNfille working on The Buccaneer, starring Frederic March, and Frank Lloyd
directing Wells Fargo.

TRIBUTES
(Continued from Page One)
It was with the deepest regret that the
University of Maine community learned
of the death of Cecil G. Fielder. As
Director of the religious activities of the
University for the past nine years he
worked faithfully and effectively in protnoting the spiritual life of the campus.
In his personal relations he was courteous, charitable, and kindly. He was a
loyal and cooperative colleague, and a
faithful and true friend of every student.
Arthur A. Hauck,
President
EDWARD H. KELLEY
Mr. Edward H. Kelley was the oldest
employee in point of service of the Treasury Department of the University. Ile
had a deep interest in the welfare and
activities of the students. He was particularly interested in The Prism and for
the past twenty years assisted and guided
the various editors and ntanagers responsible for its publication. The University
has lost an efficient and devoted officer,
and the students a loyal friend.
Arthur A. Hauck,
President
Patronize Our Advertisers

WANTED
Student to sell sinking pipes
inlaid with silver letters of
school and fraternity. Large
commissions.
R. M. Lynch
729 Sansom St., Phila., Pa.

Special fall showing of back-to-school styles
Sports dresses and evening gowns in every desired fabric
$6 — $25

UNIVERSITY STYLED

BOSTOIllfillS
NOW SHOWING
COMPLETB
AUTH BNTIC STYLES
FOR CAMPUS AND
TOWN WEAR
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